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The year 2017 has been an interes ng one, but 
good at IPSC—especially regarding safety.  Many 
safety sugges ons and improvements have been 
implemented through the contribu ons of hourly 
employees, salaried personnel, 
and management efforts.  
Milestones in safety have been 
reached and surpassed as safety 
has become a primary focus in our 
everyday ac vi es.  A posi ve 
shi  toward an enhanced safety 
culture has begun.  It’s up to us to 
con nue this trend to the point 
that safety becomes second 
nature in the workplace.  Ideally, 
this culture will carry over to other 
aspects of our lives away from the plant and benefit 
family, friends, and those whom we associate with 
when we’re away from work.   
 
Along with the new year comes an opportunity to 
resolve to con nue to grow and improve in those 
areas that are most important in our lives and in 

the lives of those who surround us.  Our safety and 
well-being should certainly be at the top of any list 
of priori es for ourselves, our coworkers, and our 
families.   
 
At IPSC, we have access to a broad range of tools to 
assist us in ensuring our safety, such as:  

 
♦ A wide variety of personal 
protec ve equipment (PPE) available 
for use to protect us from 
environmental and other hazards in 
our work. 
♦ Monitoring equipment.   
♦ Safety policies and procedures.   
♦ Safety training. 
♦ Opportuni es to submit safety 
sugges ons.   
♦ Repor ng near misses in order to 

prevent future injuries or accidents.  
♦ Conduc ng safety observa ons which s mulate 

discussions about possible hazards, reinforce 
safe behaviors, and provide opportuni es to 
learn from one another.   

♦ Morning crew and safety mee ngs.   
 

Welcome 2018! 



These are just a few of the tools that are available to us.  The ques on is, “Are we wise enough to use these 
tools to our best advantage?”  A tool doesn’t do much good if it never comes out of the tool box.  Let’s resolve 
this year to make the best use of every tool available to provide the safest work environment possible. 
 
One of the tools available to us is our VOLTS defini ons sheet.  In keeping with DEKRA’s (our behavioral based 
safety consultant) recommenda on to provide a refresher/reminder of VOLTS defini ons, the first category, 
Body Posi oning, was included in last month’s newsle er.  The second category, Body Ergonomics, is as follows: 
 

A complete list of VOLTS defini ons can be found in WORD under 
the “E” tab.  As you consider these defini ons, keep in mind that 
they are each a result of someone being injured in past incidents 
at IPSC.  Hopefully, we can learn from the experiences of others 
and put these defini ons to good use in helping us to avoid at-
risk behaviors.  The more conscien ous and determined we are 
to use all the tools available, the more effec ve our safety efforts 
become.  Let’s each do our part to add to our own safety and the 
safety of those around us by becoming familiar with and using all 
the safety tools at our disposal. 
 
 WORK SMART—WORK SAFE 
 
 Thanks for all you do! 
     

2.0 

2.1 Li ing/Lowering 
Does the person use legs and keep back straight? Is li ing or 
lowering done in a smooth mo on without twis ng at the waist? Is 
the load held close to the body? Is the person bending at the knees? 

2.2 Twis ng 
Does the person keep upper torso aligned with legs when 
performing standing tasks? Does the person pivot feet to keep 
upper torso aligned with legs when doing a task? 

2.3 Pushing/Pulling 

Does the person maintain a balanced body posi on while pushing/
pulling? Are feet posi oned square with shoulders and at shoulder 
width? Does the person push instead of pull when possible? Does 
the person keep load close to body, avoid extending to arm length, 
and bending at waist? Does the person maintain good balance and 
push with legs instead of back? 

2.4 Over-Extended/Cramped 

Does the person posi on self to prevent stretching to full arm or 
body length when performing tasks? Does the person move from 

ght or confined spaces and posi ons to periodically stretch and 
relax body? 

2.5 Ergonomics 

When exposed to ergo risks (sta c or repe ve work, awkward or 
forceful work) does the person deliberately break up the stress by 
changing posi ons, moving, stopping ac vity, or stretching? 

Body Ergonomics  


